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Chapterr  2 

Quantumm Informatio n and Computation 

Inn the previous chapter  we described the foundations of quantum information and 
thee quantum mechanical transformations that are possible with it. The central 
ideaa of computational complexity theory is to assign different 'costs' to different 
operations.. Typically, a fixed set of elementary operations is used to construct 
alll  other  transformations. The computational cost is then expressed as the min-
imall  number  of elementary operations that is necessary to establish the desired 
transformation. . 

2.11 Some Elementary Operations 
Inn quantum computing and communication we look at the possibilities of transforming 
informationn as is allowed by the laws of quantum mechanics. We usually decompose 
suchh quantum algorithms in a series of small elementary steps that consist of one and 
twoo qubit operations. The following elementary unitary gates will be used throughout 
thee rest of the thesis. 

Definitionn 5 (Some elementary quantum gates) The Not gate: This is the gate that 
wewe know in classical computation with the additional characteristic that it re-
spectsspects the superposition of a qubit: 

Not(a|0)+/3|1»» = /?|0)+a| l ). 

Phasee Flip: The Flip gate changes the phase of a qubit conditional on its value: 

Flip(a|0)+/?|1))) = a|O>-0|l>. 

Phasee Rotation: A more general phase rotation is provided by the Phase operation, 
whichwhich has a free parameter <f>  that determines the angle of the phase change: 

Phase^(a|0)+/3|1))) = a\0) + e*/3\l). 

(Note:(Note: Flip = Phase* J 

11 1 
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Hadamardd transform: This transformation H maps the zero and one state to the fol-
lowinglowing superpositions of the two basis states: 

H|0)) = ^ ( |0) + jl) ) and H|l) = ^ ( |0) - |1». 

Thee Hadamard is its own inverse (H2 = I). 

Generall  Rotation: The general rotation R with angles a, 6, <fi  is the unitary one qubit 
transformationtransformation with eigenvectors \ip) = cos(|)|0) + eif l i sm(|)|l) and {ip1-) — 
sin(|)|0)) — e^cos(|)| l). The corresponding eigenvalues are indicated by the 
equalities equalities 

XofiM)XofiM) = M and IW^ 1) = eia|^>, 

andand are therefore 1 and eia. 

Controlled-Not::  The controlled-not is a two-qubit operation that applies the Not gate 
toto the target bit if the control bit equals '1 "; otherwise it leaves the target un-
changed: changed: 

CNot\x,y)CNot\x,y) = \x,y®x)t 

forfor all x, ye {0,1} . 

Controlled-Flip ::  The controlled-üipis, like the CNot, a two-qubit operation. It ap-
pliesplies the Flip gate if both bits equals T*; otherwise it leaves the state unchanged: 

CFlip|x,y>> = ( - i n * , » ) , 

forfor all x, ye {0,1} . 

2.22 Fault Tolerant and Universal Quantum Gates 

Itt has been shown that there exists finite sets of quantum gates that are universal in the 
followingg sense. Consider the networks that can be constructed from a countable set 
off  gates {Gi , (?2,... } . Each network will implement a unitary transformation, and we 
wantt to consider if any finite-dimensional unitary transformation can be implemented 
inn such a way. Clearly, because the set of networks is countable, we cannot hope 
thatt we can construct every element of U(n) exactly. Hence, we will have to aim 
forr the approximation (within an arbitrary small error) of every such element. It has 
beenn proven that there are indeed universal sets of quantum gates with which this can 
bee achieved, and these sets can be remarkable simple. The following collection was 
describedd in [26] and has the additional useful feature that the gates are 'fault-tolerant' 
[74]. . 
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Factt  1 (Universal, Fault Tolerant Sets of Quantum Gates [26]) With the Hadamard 
gategate H, the controlled-not CNot and the \ phase gate R*-/4,o,o any other unitary trans-
formationformation can be approximated within an arbitrary small error (with respect to some 
distancedistance measure on the set of operators). Also, these three gates can be implemented 
inin a fault-tolerant way. 

2.33 Quantum versus Classical Query Complexity 

Thee theory of quantum computation investigates if, and if so, how, we can use quantum 
mechanicall  effects to solve computational problems more efficiently than we can do by 
classicall  means. So far, the strongest indication that there maybe such a difference in 
computationall  power between quantum and classical computing is provided by Peter 
Shor'ss factoring algorithm[91]. Unfortunately, the result by Shor does not prove that 
theree is a superpolynomial separation between the two models of computation. This 
iss because the classical time complexity of factoring and discrete logarithms is still 
unknown,, despite more than two thousand years of effort, starting with Eratosthenes's 
sievee in 300 B.C. 

AA complexity measure for which we do have rigorous results is provided by the the 
black-box,, or oracle, model of computation. The algorithms of Deutsch [38], Deutsch 
&&  Jozsa [39], Berthiaume & Brassard [23], Bernstein & Vazirani [22], Simon [92], 
Groverr [48], and Buhrman & van Dam [28] give examples of problems for which we 
havee a quantum reduction in the query complexity of a problem, whereas the lower 
boundss of Jozsa [59], Bennett et al. [19], and Beals et al. [10] show that there are also 
limitss to the advantage that quantum computation can give us. The general picture that 
hass emerged from these results is that we can only expect a superpolynomial difference 
betweenn classical and quantum computation if we can use the specific structure of the 
problemm that we try to solve. The promise on the function of Simon's problem is a typ-
icall  example of such a structure that establishes an exponential quantum improvement 
overr the classical complexity. [92] To find more structured problems that allow such a 
gainn is one of the quests for researchers in quantum complexity theory. 

Considerr a problem that is defined in terms of n (unknown) values ƒ (1), . . ., ƒ (n). 
Thee (probabilistic) query complexity of such a problem is the minimum number of 
timess that an algorithm has to 'consult' the string / ( I ) , . . ., ƒ (n) to solve the problem 
(withh high probability). A typical example of this setting is the calculation of the OR of 
nn bit values: the question whether there is an index i with ƒ (i) = 1. The classical query 
complexityy of this task is n, whereas in the quantum setting we only need 0( v/n)calls 
too ƒ to solve the problem. We therefore say that we have a 'quadratic' separation 
betweenn the classical and the quantum query complexity of the OR function. The 
questionn is which tasks allow a quantum reduction in the query complexity, and if so, 
howw much. 

Thee reason why quantum algorithms sometimes require less queries starts with the 
superpositionsuperposition principle of quantum mechanics. A single call "i"  to the function ƒ 
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establishess the evolution \i)\b) \-> \i)\f(i) ® b) (where © denotes addition modulo 
two),, which in classical computation is the best we can expect from an /-query. But 
byy the rules of quantum mechanics, we can also consult ƒ in superposition. Hence, 
withh a single call we can create a state that depends on several values ƒ (i): 

J2J21010 ® H o) + A|i)) .—  £ |i) ® (ai\ f(i)) + p{\f(i) e i)). 
tt one /-query ~ 

Itt is this 'parallelism' in combination with the quantum mechanical phenomenon of 
interferenceinterference that allows us to solve some problems more efficiently than is possible 
withh classical protocols. 

2.44 Earlier  Results in Quantum Computing 

Thiss thesis uses, and builds on, a combination of earlier results in quantum computa-
tion.. We are especially concerned with the query complexity of procedures that prepare 
aa state that depends on a black-box function. For example, how often do we have to 
readd out the bit values f(i) if we want to create the state £V (-l)f^ai\i)l The fol-
lowingg fact shows us that this can be done with the minimum of a single query. 

Factt  2 (Phase-kick-back trick [31]) If we can query the function ƒ in quantum me-
chanicalchanical fashion as follows: 

\i)®\b)\i)®\b) — |«> ®l«» ©ƒ(«)> 

withwith ƒ (0, b e {0,1} , then the phase changing transition 

5>ioo — £(-i)^io 
ii i 

cancan be established with only one call to the unknown bit values off. 

Proof::  First, we append to the superposition of |0 states the qubit -75(|0) -11)). Then, 
inn superposition, we add (modulo two) the function value f(i) to this bit. For a specific 
valuee of i, this yields the evolution 

IO®^(|o>-| i »» M I O ® ^ ( | o © / ( 0 ) - | i © / ( 0 » (2J) 

ƒƒ +IO®^(|o>- | i » if/( 0 = o ,__. 
~~ \ - I O ® ^ ( | o > - | i » if/( 0 = l c ' 

Hence,, by the superposition principle, this gives the desired evolution with only one 
queryy to the function ƒ. D 

Usingg this fact, we can easily prove the following core result. 
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Factt  3 (Single Query Parity Trick[31,38]) Let f : {0,1}  -  {0,1} . There exists a 
deterministicdeterministic quantum algorithm that computes the parity bit f(0) © f (I) with one 
queryquery to the function ƒ. This algorithm works in constant time. 

Proof::  Construct the following initial state: 

llnitial )) = 1(|0) + |1))®( |0)- |1)). (2.3) 

Next,, we add (modulo two) the bit values f(i) to the rightmost bit, where the index 
ii  € {0,1}  is described by the first bit of the initial state. Note that by the superposi-
tionn of this rightmost bit, both values ƒ (0) and ƒ (1) are also queried in superposition. 
Applyingg ƒ in such a way establishes the following evolution on the two qubits: 

|i>®|&>> —> |t>®|be/(t)>, 

forr b £ {0,1} . This results in the following outcome when applied to the initial state 
mentionedd in the beginning of the proof: 

e(|0>> + | l » ® ( | 0 ) - | l» if /(0) = / ( l ) = 0 
e ( | 0 ) - | l » ® ( | 0 > - | l»» if / ( 0 ) = 0 , / ( l) = l 

-è(|o>-li»®(lo>-|i»» if /(o) = i,/(i ) = o 
-è(i°>> + i1»®(io>-i1» i f /(o) = /(i) = i. 

Hence,, if we apply a Hadamard transformation to the first register, we obtain 

|Final)) = ( -1)/ ( 0 ) | / (0 )©/ (1) )®( |0) - |1 ) ). 

Observingg the first bit of this final state yields the correct answer ƒ (0) © ƒ (1) without 
error.. D 

2.55 More Classic Quantum Results 

Inn 1993 Bernstein & Vazirani gave the following example of a family of functions that 
aree more easily distinguished with quantum queries than with classical ones. 

Factt  4 (Bernstein &  Vazirani' s inner-product problem [22,31]) Let the black-box 
functionfunction gs : {0,1} " -*  {0,1}  be deüned by 

n n 

ggaa{x){x) = (x,s) = y ^ SjXj mod 2, (2.4) 

wherewhere s = s\.. .sn € {0,1} " is an unknown n-bitmask. A quantum computer can de-
terminetermine the value s with one call to the function gs, whereas any probabilistic, classical 
algorithmalgorithm needs at least n queries to g8 to perform the same task. 
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Proof::  (See [22] for the original proof, and [31] for the single query version of it.) 
First,, initialize the (n + l)-qubit register 

Byy XOR-ing the rightmost bit with the function value g3{x) (cf. Fact 2), we obtain the 
state e 

^^ £ ( - l ) M k > ® i ( | 0 ) - | l ) ) , (2.5) 
XG{0,1} " " 

withh only one gs-ca\l. The bit string s is then easily obtained with an n-fold Hadamard 
transformm on the first n bits: 

ii  Y (~l){s'x)\x) —  \s), (2.6) 
x€{0,l} «« n 

whichh concludes the quantum algorithm. 
Forr the classical lower bound we observe that every traditional query will only give 

(maximally)) one bit of information about the n bits of s.
Thee above result uses the unitarity of H®n and its connection with the inner-product 
function.. In Chapter 5 we will derive a similar result for a different family of unitary 
matricess and the Legendre function that it uses. 

Becausee the Hadamard is its own inverse we have, in fact, the following 'bi-
directionall  statement' about this transform 

_ LL  J2 (-1)(X'*V ) — H ® " ^ 1*1*2 . (2-7) 
V 2 ""  z€{0, l } " 

Thee above leads to the observation that if we want to know the string si  sn, it 
iss sufficient to have a superposition with phase values of the form (—1)(KS), for every 
xx e {0,1}" . This is a well-known result in quantum computation and has been used 
severall  times to underline the differences between quantum and classical information 
processing.[22,, 31, 49, 97] 

Anotherr key result in quantum computation is the square-root speed-up that one 
cann obtain when querying a database for a specific element. 

Factt  5 (Grover's search algorithm [48]) Let ƒ (1), . . ., ƒ (n) be a string ofn-l zeros 
andand one entry f(s) = 1. With a quantum computer the unknown value s can be 
determineddetermined exactly with only \jy/n\ queries to the function ƒ. 

Proof::  See the original article by Lov Grover[48], or better yet, the excellent analysis 
ofitbyBoyerefa/.[25]]
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2.66 Notation 
Wee use x, y,... to denote finite, classical Boolean strings. When we write \x), we 
meann the quantum state vector in the standard basis that corresponds to the classical 
stringg x. In general we use </>, ip,... to denote pure quantum states. Mixed states 
aree represented by the letters p, a et cetera. We also use uppercase letters X, Y,... 
forr (mixed) quantum states that are strings of qubits. The terms quantum state, qubit 
string,, and quantum register are used interchangeably (sometimes to emphasize the 
purposee of the quantum state at hand). Lower-case letters i, j , k,l,m,n denote integer 
indicess or string lengths. 

Forr classical strings over the alphabet {0,1} , £(x) denotes the length of the string. 
Forr finite sets A, \A\ denotes the cardinality of the set. Concatenation of x, y is written 
ass the juxtaposition xy, and the n-fold concatenation of :r is written xn. 

Forr Hubert spaces, we write Hd for the d-dimensional Hubert space and Hm for 
thee m-fold tensor product space H ®  ® H. A pure quantum state <f>  represented as 
aa vector in such a Hubert space is denoted by the ket \<p). 

Wee slightly abuse notation by sometimes letting the state symbols 0, p ,. .. also 
standd for the corresponding density matrices. Hence, a pure state 0 as a Hilbert space 
vectorr is denoted by |0), whereas its density matrix \<j>)  (<f>\  can also be indicated by <f>. 

Ann ensemble £ is a specific distribution pi,p2,  over a set of (mixed) states 
Pi,, p2, — We denote this by S = {(p* , Pi)}. The average state of such an ensemble £ 
iss 9 — YliPi9i- Af l average state corresponds to several different ensembles. When an 
ensemblee is used to produce a sequence of states p{ according to the probabilities pi5 

wee speak of a source E. 
Thee length of a quantum state is denoted by £{X), by which we mean the smallest 

II  for which X sits in the 2^-dimensional Hilbert space (in the standard basis). 
AA transformation S on the space of density matrices is allowed by the laws of 

quantumm mechanics if and if only it is a completely positive, trace preserving mapping. 
Throughoutt this thesis, results that were already known are indicated as 'facts'. 




